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. “I believe that the talents I’ve been given combine in such a way that being an artist seems the only 
career choice that would bring me peace, he says. “I feel very strongly that I have something to say, 
something to contribute, a role to play,” Kelcy Taratoa 
 

 

Artist: Kelcy Taratoa 
 
Title: “Episode 0022” 
 
Date: 2006 
 
Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
 
Size:  
 

 
Analysis 
Colour 
Colour is very important to Taratoa – he tries to make his images as bold as possible. 
“I’m captivated and inspired by colour. I work with colour in such a way that it challenges, questions 
and excites the viewer.”  
The colours really stand out and grab the viewers’ attention. 
The colours are like comic books and advertising which is the culture that Taratoa comes from. (1) 
Technique 
Flat colour – screen print – like Pop Art 
Stencils and screen print are used which are low-art techniques and not high art like oil painting and 
marble sculpture.  
Form  
Simplified forms are ‘posterised’ with a computer – this makes this a very modern picture using new 
technology that comes from advertising rather than traditional painting – this is a pop art influence 
Composition  
Things all stuck together – the figure is going to fight with the big robot. 
The painting is balanced between object ion the left and objects on the right.  
Meaning  
“there are three distinct areas of focus: links between history, social-situation and identity-formation; ethical 
self-determination; and individual perceptions – viewing and making sense of the world we live in.” - Taratoa 
“Escaping from one’s reality is a daily exercise whether we consciously engage or not,” he says. What 
interests me about the notion of escapism is that in this world, escaping is big business and we as consumers 
buy into the products that transform our realities and lives. We’re a society that lives for the moments each 
day that allow us to escape, through PS2 and XBOX fantasy worlds, online virtual realities, alcohol and 
recreational drugs, music, movies, the list goes on. Are we not all escapism junkies?” he asks. “What I also 
find intriguing about all this is that these technologies that enable us to step outside our reality increasingly 
blur the line between the real and the unreal— the line is not so easily distinguished anymore.” 
So the painting is about the problems of being a young Maori in today’s society where there are lots 
of conflicting pressures. Some people don’t know what is real and what is not real like dumb kids in 
America that go and shoot people because they have been playing Grand theft Auto and thinks it’s 
cool. (2)  
 
Context  
It’s a big painting because Kelcy wants to be a famous artist. 
He wants to tell us about big political issues so it should go in a Gallery (3) 
 
Other Information 
Colin McCahon is his hero because he is such an important artist. 
Influenced by Pop Art and Shane Cotton 
He is influenced by comic books silver surfer, spider man, X-men, advertising, movies like Kill Bill 
and hip-hop culture  
 

Student 3: Low Merit 



 

 

Artist: Bill Hammond 
Born 1947 
Interested in the land, in New Zealand bird life 
and in the 19th century ornithologist Sir Walter 
Buller. 
Joint winner of the Premier Award in the Visa 
Gold Art Award. 
Many of his earlier works suggest the influence 
of popular culture, in the form of rock music, 
fabric design and comic-book art. 
 
Title: The Fall of Icarus 
Date: 1995 
Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Size:  640x 360 

 
Analysis 
Colour 
All greens to look like the middle of a dense forest or some fantasy world. 
Technique 
All watery like raining (4)  
Form  
The birds are influenced by Egyptian carving in that they are tall, still and in profile. 
The landscape is like a green like a dense forest but barren like a polluted landscape. 
“The world is a primitive, almost primordial zone, an eerie and lurid green space where volcanic 
cones erupt onto a barren land and into a lifeless sea. Black pollution belches from their vents and 
hangs in the air, perhaps alluding to the pollution caused by human activity on the globe. A strange 
green rain falls into the scene and dribbles from the image onto the canvas below, bringing it into 
the viewers space.” 
 
Composition  
Large empty areas with little birds scattered around 
It a very open and empty landscape 
Meaning  
The Fall of Icarus by Bill Hammond is about the threat to New Zealand wildlife by humans.  
The strange bird people are anthropomorphic which means animals made to look like humans.   
The birds are guarding a primitive forest against the invasion of humans. 
They have hardly any wings which mean they can’t fly away like Kiwis and Moas. 
They wear Victorian clothes to show they are being taken over by humans. 
 
This picture could be a metaphor for other environmental issues like save the whales and stop 
global warming.  So the birds and like guardians of the natural world. 
 
Context - Influences 
Influenced by Dutch artist Pieter Breughel’s (c.1529 -1569) painting The Fall of Icarus (1558) there 
is some writing on the bottom to state this. 
Also influenced by Symbolists like Odilon Redon with strange creatures and landscapes. 
 
 
Background 
Walter Buller made illustrated books on New Zealand birds that are now extinct – Buller himself 
hunted and killed many of these birds contributing to this extinction – Hammond thought this was 
very ironical and hypocritical. (5) 
    


